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Revisionist Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. 6th Edition. Revised, edited, updated, and expanded, this work is
without doubt the single most important revisionist overview of the legend of the Six Million
Holocaust ever yet published. Just some of the amazing revelations in this book include: - How
Zionists and Nazis cooperated before the war on writing Germany s racial laws--and in the setting
up of Jewish settlements in Palestine; - How Zionists offered to take up arms for Nazi Germany
against Britain during World War II; -How Nazi policy was first aimed at encouraging Jews to
emigrate, and then after the war broke out, to evacuating them east of the Urals; - How official
German records shows that there were 4.5 million Jews under Nazi control, and of that number, 4.3
million lodged claims as Holocaust victims after the war; - How the Soviet Union used torture to
produce the lion s share of confessions extracted from Germans to support the extermination
allegations; - How the Jewish lead prosecutor in the Einsatzgruppen trials publicly admitted to
having witnessed torture and personally used death threats to extract confessions...
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Reviews
A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet
again in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for
at any time.
-- K r isty Str oma n
This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Simonis PhD
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